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General applicability & social 
changes suffice to explain:
⇨ Single mechanism: No need for 
special treatment of the weak 
inflection as the only regular 
inflection5-7
⇨ Disintegration of the strong system 
may be result rather than cause of 
the rise of the weak inflection8-9
1. Rise of the weak inflection in 





Built in open-source software Babel 2
Rise of the weak inflection
Infrequent verbs become weak
&
Frequent verbs are capable of 
sustaining irregular inflection
Less pressure to maintain the




























































Competing strong classes hold each other in balance
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zuigen   (ui → oo)
stuiven  (ui →oo)
vechten (e → o)
dwingen (i → o)
dringen   (i → o)




Time (Number of interactions, x 1.000.000)
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e→o: initially most frequent
e→ie: goes extinct
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